Effects of long-term hypergravity on muscle, heart and lung structure of mice.
Quantitative changes in lung, heart and muscle structure were assessed in mice exposed for 14 weeks to a gravitational field of 3 G since the age of 4 weeks; matched controls were kept at normal gravity (1 G). The body mass of 3-G-exposed mice was significantly reduced by 9%, while total skeletal muscle mass remained the same fraction of body mass. The mass of the soleus muscle was found to be significantly larger in 3-G-exposed mice both in absolute (+27%) and body mass specific terms (+42%). Capillary density was significantly reduced by 22% because of a relatively larger increase of fiber cross-sectional area (+47%) than of capillary to fiber ratio (+16%). Other morphometric variables remained unchanged with hypergravity. Heart mass and mitochondrial volume were both larger in 3-G-exposed mice (+15% and +27%, respectively). This difference reached statistical significance when normalized to body mass. The only significant difference in lung structure detectable by morphometric methods were a smaller volume (-9%), that paralleled lower body mass, and thinner alveolar septa (-12%). From these results it is concluded that the lung's support structures in mice are sufficiently strong to withstand the stress of long-term hypergravity; however, 3-G exposure leads to a selective hypertrophy of soleus muscle fibers while absolute capillary length in this muscle remains unaltered.